In several areas of the macaque brain, neurons fire during delayed response tasks at a rate determined by the value of the reward expected at the end of the trial. The activity of these neurons might be related to the value of the expected reward or to the degree of motivation induced by expectation of the reward. We describe here results indicating that the nature of reward-dependent activity varies across areas. Neuronal activity in orbitofrontal cortex represents the value of the expected reward whereas neuronal activity in premotor cortex reflects the degree of motivation. 1 In numerous areas of the brain extending from the limbic system to the motor system, neuronal activity varies according to the size of the reward for which a monkey is working (1-15). Reward-dependent activity commonly has been viewed as representing the value of the goal for which the monkey is working; however, it might alternatively be related to the monkey's degree of motivation. Anticipation of a more valued reward leads to stronger motivation as evidenced by measures of arousal, attention and intensity of motor output (16) (17) (18) .
In numerous areas of the brain extending from the limbic system to the motor system, neuronal activity varies according to the size of the reward for which a monkey is working (1-15). Reward-dependent activity commonly has been viewed as representing the value of the goal for which the monkey is working; however, it might alternatively be related to the monkey's degree of motivation. Anticipation of a more valued reward leads to stronger motivation as evidenced by measures of arousal, attention and intensity of motor output (16) (17) (18) .
On the assumption that motivated behavior depends on influences arising in the limbic system and acting on the motor system (19), we hypothesized that neuronal signals representing reward value predominate in the limbic system whereas signals reflecting the degree of motivation predominate in the motor system. To test this hypothesis, we recorded from two areas in which neurons exhibit robust reward-related activity: the orbitofrontal division of limbic cortex ( Fig. 1 : OF) and the post-arcuate premotor cortex ( Fig. 1: PM) . OF plays an important role in motivated behavior (20) (21) (22) . Its neurons respond to cues predicting the availability of foodstuffs at a rate determined by their appetitive or aversive value (13) (14) . PM is a region of high-order motor cortex (23-25).
Its neurons fire during the delay period of an ocular delayed response task at a rate determined by the direction of the impending saccade and by the size of the expected reward (9) .
To achieve a dissociation between activity dependent on reward value and on motivation, we recorded from single neurons while two monkeys performed a task in which the degree of motivation was controlled independently by the magnitude of the reward promised in the event of success and the magnitude of the penalty threatened in 2 the event of failure (26). On each trial, two cues flashed at locations to the left and right of fixation ( Fig. 2A-B) . One cue indicated the size of the reward that the monkey would receive upon executing a saccade to its location. The other cue indicated the size of the penalty that the monkey would incur upon executing a saccade to its location. After a delay, the monkey was allowed to make an eye movement to either location. Trials differed with respect to the location of the reward cue, the size of the promised reward (0.1 cc or 0.3 cc of juice) and the size of the threatened penalty (1 s or 8 s time-out).
The monkeys assessed the rewards and penalties at appropriate values. They selected the location associated with reward over the one associated with penalty on 98% of trials (Fig. 2C ). With penalty held constant, they chose a large reward more often than a small one, indicating that the large reward had greater appetitive value (Fig. 2C ). With reward held constant, they avoided a large penalty more often than a small one, indicating that the large penalty had greater aversive value (Fig. 2C ). Traditional measures of motivation are based on the intensity (latency, magnitude, frequency or probability) of behavior and its duration and persistence (16) . Under both the large-reward condition and the large-penalty condition, as compared to the neutral condition, the monkeys broke fixation less often (Fig. 2D) , thus exhibiting enhanced persistence, and made faster behavioral responses (Fig. 2E) , thus exhibiting reduced latency.
In this task, neurons sensitive to the degree of motivation should respond with a similar change in firing rate to increasing the size of either the promised reward or the threatened penalty. In contrast, neurons sensitive to value, although responsive to increasing reward size, either (a) should not respond to increasing the size of the threatened penalty (if their sole function is to monitor the value of the goal for which the 3 monkey is working) or (b) should respond with a change in firing rate opposite to that induced by increasing reward size (if their function is to register the signed valence of the composite expectation encompassing both reward and penalty).
We recorded from 176 OF neurons (103 in monkey F and 73 in monkey P). In some neurons, the firing rate obviously depended on the size of the predicted reward and penalty. The neuron shown in Fig. 3A responded to the cue display with stronger firing when a larger reward was promised (large-reward vs. neutral condition) and weaker firing when a larger penalty was threatened (large-penalty vs. neutral condition). Thus the strength of its response reflected the value conveyed by the combination of reward and penalty cues, not the motivational impact of the display.
The same effects were present at the level of population activity in OF (Fig. 3B ). We computed, for each neuron, indices reflecting the dependence of its firing rate on reward and penalty size during the 500 ms period when the cues were visible. The reward index, (R-N)/(R+N), where R and N were the firing rates on large-reward and neutral trials, was positive in the case of any neuron firing more strongly when reward size increased. The distribution of reward indices (Fig. 3C ) was shifted significantly above zero (sign-test, n = 176, p < 0.0001). Among neurons exhibiting significant selectivity for reward size (pale bars in Fig. 3C ; Table S2 ), those with a positive reward index were in the majority (34 to 9) by a highly significant margin (chi-squared test, p < 0.0005). Thus, overall, OF neurons fired more strongly when the promised reward was larger. The penalty index, (P-N)/(P+N), where P and N were the firing rates on large-penalty and neutral trials, was negative in the case of any neuron firing less strongly when penalty size increased. The distribution of penalty indices (Fig. 3D ) was shifted significantly below zero (sign-test, n 4 = 176, p < 0.05). Among neurons exhibiting significant selectivity for penalty size (pale bars in Fig. 3D ; Table S2 ), those with a negative penalty index were in the majority (17 to 6) by a significant margin (chi-squared test, p < 0.05). Thus, overall, OF neurons fired less strongly when the threatened penalty was larger.
We recorded from 135 PM neurons (65 in monkey F and 70 in monkey P). In some neurons, the firing rate clearly depended on the size of the promised reward and threatened penalty. The neuron shown in Fig. 4A fired continuously during the delay period between onset of the cues and execution of the saccade, maintaining a higher rate when either a large reward or a large penalty was at stake than under the neutral condition in which both reward and penalty were small. Thus the rate at which it fired reflected the motivational impact of the incentive-cue display, not the value conveyed by the display.
The neuronal population in PM (Fig. 4B ) exhibited a pattern of dependence on reward and penalty size similar to that displayed by the single neuron. The distribution of reward indices ( Fig. 4C) was shifted above zero (sign-test, n = 135, p < 0.0001). Among neurons exhibiting significant dependence on reward size (pale bars in Fig. 4C ; Table S2 ), those firing more strongly under the large-reward condition outnumbered those firing more strongly under the neutral condition (50 to 6) by a highly significant margin (chi-squared test, p < 0.0001). Thus, overall, PM neurons, like OF neurons, fired more strongly when the promised reward was larger. The distribution of penalty indices (Fig. 4D ) was also shifted away from zero in a positive direction, indicating that the majority of neurons fired more strongly when the penalty was larger (sign-test, n = 135, p < 0.001). Among neurons exhibiting significant dependence on penalty size (pale bars in Fig. 4D ; Table   S2 ), those more active under the large-penalty condition outnumbered those more active 5 under the neutral condition (16 to 2) by a significant margin (chi-squared test, p < 0.001).
Thus, overall, PM neurons, unlike OF neurons, fired more strongly when the threatened penalty was larger.
It might be argued, in the framework of economic decision theory, that neuronal activity in PM, although it did not represent the value of the reward, nevertheless represented the utility of the action being planned (8, 27) . The utility of making a saccade to the rewarded target was high under the large-reward condition because the monkey stood to receive a large gain and was high under the large-penalty condition because the monkey stood to avoid a large loss. Two considerations militate against this view. First, monkeys performing the reward-penalty task were able to decide on a response by simply locating the reward cue; they were not required to base their decision on the utility of the saccade as determined by reward size and penalty size together.
Second, reward-and penalty-dependent activity in PM long outlasted the decision process. Selection of a saccade occurred within a few hundred ms of incentive-cue onset as evidenced by the emergence of direction-selective neuronal activity in PM (Fig. S3C-D ). Reward-and penalty-dependent activity, in contrast, persisted unabated over several seconds until the end of the trial. Thus incentive-dependent neuronal activity in PM does not represent utility in an economically meaningful sense -as a factor in a decision process. Its nature is adequately captured by the classic view that motor preparation and related processes including arousal and attention are subject to motivational modulation.
We conclude that predicting the reward to be delivered at the end of a trial sets in (Table S1 ). C-E. Performance measures sensitive to reward and penalty size. Penalty choice rate: trials on which the monkeys chose penalty expressed as 7 a fraction of all trials on which they chose reward or penalty. Fixation break rate: trials terminated by a fixation break expressed as a percentage of all trials. Reaction time:
average interval between fixation spot offset and saccade initiation on all trials in which the monkey made a saccade in the rewarded direction. Asterisks: all planned comparisons revealed statistically significant differences. MR images: P41RR03631.
SUPPORTING ONLINE MATERIAL

Materials and Methods
Single-neuron recording. Two adult male rhesus monkeys were used (Macaca mulatta; laboratory designations F and P). cd/m 2 ) and of highly saturated hues. Altogether, there were eight stimuli which formed two sets of four cues. Within each set, one cue was associated with large reward, one with small reward, one with large penalty and one with small penalty. Incentives were associated with color in such a way that there was no simple mapping from incentive value to location in color space (Table S1 ). During a data collection session, set 1 was used for the first 48 trials and set 2 for the second 48 trials. This procedure was adopted to prevent confusing neuronal color selectivity with neuronal selectivity for incentive value.
Enhancing task difficulty. To detect variations in performance dependent on the monkeys' degree of motivation, we required them to perform under conditions that kept 3 performance below ceiling. We describe these conditions separately because they were extraneous to the task in the sense that the monkey could ignore them and still perform perfectly. They did, however, make correct performance difficult. First, as noted above, we imposed a relatively long (3-4 s) delay period. This enhanced the frequency of fixation breaks. Second, we placed the monitor at an eccentric location, offset from straight ahead by 5° in a direction contralateral to the recording hemisphere. This enhanced the frequency of fixation breaks. It also enhanced the error rate and slowed the reaction time on trials requiring a contraversive, centrifugal saccade -a saccade difficult to execute because it brought the gaze from an eccentric to a yet more eccentric angle.
Third, at the time of fixation spot offset, a salient white distractor (a square 1.5° on a side with luminance of 32 cd/m 2 , and CIE x and y chromaticity coefficients of 0.28 and 0.32) was presented for 100 ms at one of the target locations. Because the distractor appeared at the rewarded location on 50% of trials and at the penalized location on the other 50%, its location carried no task-relevant information. Presenting the distractor on the penalized side (in comparison to the rewarded side) enhanced the rate of responses to the penalized side, presumably due to the occasional occurrence of a reflexive visually guided saccade, and slowed the reaction time of saccades to the rewarded side.
Statistical Significance of Reward and Penalty Effects in Individual Neurons
The pale bars in Fig's . 3C-D and 4C-D represent neurons in which there was a significant (p < 0.05) dependence of firing rate on reward size or penalty size. Here we describe the procedure by which those neurons were identified and provide, in Table S2 , the full results of the analysis. The analysis was based solely on those trials (a large majority) in which the monkey made a saccade to the rewarded location. Two ANOVAs 4 were carried out on data from each neuron. In each ANOVA, firing rate was the dependent variable. For OF neurons, firing rate was measured during the 500 ms epoch extending from onset to offset of the incentive cues. For PM neurons, firing rate was measured during the epoch extending from incentive cue onset to saccade initiation. In the first ANOVA, concerned with the impact of reward size, the factors were reward size (large reward condition or neutral condition) and response direction (ipsiversive or contraversive). The results are shown to the left in Table S2 . In the second ANOVA, concerned with the impact of penalty size, the factors were penalty size (large penalty condition or neutral condition) and response direction (ipsiversive or contraversive). The results are shown to the right in Table S2 .
Relation of Reward Effects to Penalty Effects in Individual Neurons
In the main text, we present data demonstrating that neurons in OF and PM, we carried out independent chi-squared analyses to determine whether counts in the valence and motivation categories differed from the frequency expected by chance. The frequency of cases conforming to the valence pattern should be 33% by chance, because, with random assignment of firing rates to conditions, N will fall between R and P in one out of three cases on average.
Positive effects in OF.
Among all neurons exhibiting a positive effect (firing more under the large reward than under the neutral condition), valence effects were more common (and motivation effects were less common) than expected by chance (valence effects: 68/127 = 54%). This effect was highly significant (p < 0.0001). This analysis must have underestimated the strength of the effect actually present in OF because it included many neurons in which the firing-rate differences on which categorization was based (R vs. N and P vs. N) did not approach significance. To reduce the contribution from such neurons, we carried out further analyses restricted to neurons selected 6 according to the criterion that the p values for the two null hypotheses R=N and P=N were both less than a threshold value p t , where p t was assigned values of 0.9, 0.8, …, 0.1.
The p values were obtained from the analysis described above under the heading "Statistical Significance of Reward and Penalty Effects in Individual Neurons." As the winnowing criterion became progressively more stringent, the fraction of neurons exhibiting a valence effect increased steadily to a maximum of 83%. The level of statistical significance of the difference between the observed and predicted values fell off due to a reduction in the number of observations but remained significant (p < 0.01) even at the most stringent criterion. Among neurons firing more for large reward than for neutral, we conclude that there was a strong tendency to fire less for large penalty than for neutral. Thus there existed at the level of individual neurons a valence effect mirroring the valence effect present in the OF population as a whole.
Positive effects in PM.
Among all neurons exhibiting a positive effect (firing more under the large reward condition than under the neutral condition), valence effects were less common (and motivation effects were more common) than expected by chance (valence effects: 34/106 = 32%) but the difference did not achieve significance (p > 0.7).
As the winnowing criterion became progressively more stringent, the fraction of neurons exhibiting a valence effect decreased steadily to a minimum of 7%. The deviation from values predicted by chance became significant (p < 0.05) at a winnowing threshold of p t = 0.8 and remained significant at all more stringent thresholds. Among neurons exhibiting a positive effect, we conclude that there was a strong tendency to fire more for large penalty than for neutral. Thus there existed at the level of individual neurons a motivation effect mirroring the motivation effect present in the PM population as a whole 7 Negative effects in OF. Among all neurons exhibiting a negative effect (firing less under the large reward condition than under the neutral condition), 16/49 = 33% exhibited a valence effect. This frequency did not differ from the one expected by chance. As a more stringent winnowing criterion was applied, the frequency declined steadily to a minimum of 22% at a criterion of 0.4 but remained statistically indistinguishable from the prediction based on chance. Thus neurons with negative valence effects were observed in OF no more often than expected by chance.
Negative effects in PM.
Among all neurons exhibiting a negative effect (firing less under the large reward condition than under the neutral condition), 16/29 = 55% exhibited a valence effect. This frequency was significantly higher than the 33% expected by chance (p < 0.05). As a more stringent winnowing criterion was applied, the frequency increased slightly and remained significant until the counts became very low.
Thus neurons with negative motivation effects were observed in PM less often than expected by chance.
Behavioral Effects of Incentive Cues: Consistency between Monkeys
The dependence of behavior on incentive cues was described in the main text in terms of the combined performance of the two monkeys. Here we provide details of the analysis including the assessment of inter-monkey differences. Behavioral analysis was based on all sessions during which single-neuron recording was carried out. In the course of a session, the monkey was required to complete successfully 8 trials under each of twelve task conditions representing all possible combinations of incentive type (large reward, neutral or large penalty), response direction (ipsiversive or contraversive) and distractor location (at the rewarded or penalized location). Successful trials were defined as those in which the monkey made a saccade to the target associated with reward.
Monkeys F and P completed 87 and 73 sessions respectively. Each session yielded, for each of twelve conditions, (1) the mean penalty choice rate (number of saccades directed to the penalized target expressed as a percentage of saccades made to either target), (2) the mean fixation break rate (number of trials aborted before execution of a response expressed as a percentage of all trials) and (3) a set of individual-trial reaction times (interval between fix spot off and saccade initiation on correct trials). We conducted independent analyses to assess the impact of reward size and penalty size on these measures. To assess the impact of reward size, we carried out three ANOVAs in each of which one of the three behavioral measures was the dependent variable. The factors were reward size (large-reward condition or neutral condition), response direction (ipsiversive or contraversive), distractor location (at the rewarded or penalized location) and monkey (F or P). To assess the impact of penalty size, we employed an identical procedure with the exception that the factor of penalty size contained, as levels, large-penalty condition and neutral condition. We summarize here results with a direct bearing on the issue of whether reward and penalty cues acted as effective incentives. Distractor location, although included in order to factor out associated variance, was of secondary interest and will not be considered.
Impact of reward size on penalty choice rate. In the combined data, there was a 
Incentive-Related Activity: Consistency between Monkeys
In the main text, we demonstrate, using data collapsed across two monkeys, that neurons in OF and PM exhibit characteristic patterns of sensitivity to reward size and penalty size. Here we address the issue of whether these patterns were consistent between the monkeys. To resolve this issue, we carried out two ANOVAs. In the first, concerned with the impact of reward, reward size (large reward or neutral), response direction (ipsiversive or contraversive) and monkey (F or P) were factors. In the second, concerned with the impact of penalty, penalty size (large penalty or neutral), response direction (ipsiversive or contraversive) and monkey (F or P) were factors. In each ANOVA, the dependent variable was normalized mean firing rate. The aim of normalization was to eliminate variance arising from neuron-to-neuron differences in mean firing rate. In the ANOVA concerned with the impact of reward, normalized mean 12 firing rate was computed for each neuron by the following procedure. First, the mean firing rate was computed for each of four conditions representing the possible combinations of reward size and direction. Then each value was divided by the sum of the values for the four conditions. In the ANOVA concerned with the impact of penalty, normalization was carried out by analogous steps.
Impact of reward size in OF.
There was a highly significant main effect of reward size in OF (F(1, 696) = 32.2, p < 0.0001). There was no significant interaction between reward size and monkey. We conclude that the impact of reward size on neuronal activity in OF did not differ significantly between the monkeys.
Impact of penalty size in OF.
There was a significant main effect of penalty size in OF (F(1, 696) = 9.27, p < 0.005). There was no significant interaction between penalty size and monkey. We conclude that the impact of penalty size on neuronal activity in OF did not differ significantly between the monkeys.
Impact of reward size in PM.
There was a highly significant main effect of reward size in PM (F(1, 532) = 256.3, p < 0.0001). There was also a highly significant (F(1, 532) = 18.22, p < 0.0001) interaction between reward size and monkey. Post hoc ANOVAs conducted independently on data from the two monkeys revealed a highly significant main effect of reward in each monkey (monkey F: F(1, 256) = 188.33, p < 0.0001; monkey P: F(1, 276) = 18.68, p < 0.0001). We conclude that the impact of reward size on neuronal activity in PM, although it differed in strength between the monkeys, was significant in both.
Impact of penalty size in PM. There was a highly significant main effect of penalty size (F(1, 532) = 42.58, p < 0.0001). There was no significant interaction between penalty 13 size and monkey. We conclude that the impact of penalty size on neuronal activity in PM did not differ significantly between the monkeys.
Population histograms. To cast further light on the nature of inter-monkey differences, we constructed population histograms for each monkey (Fig. S1 ). These
show that the ordering of conditions by firing rate was the same in both monkeys. In OF, the large-reward, neutral and large-penalty conditions were associated with progressively lower firing rates during the post-cue-onset period. In PM, the large-reward and largepenalty conditions were associated with higher firing rates than the neutral condition during the delay period. There were differences between the monkeys in the precise timing of activity but this is hardly surprising in light of the existence of other differences between them. Even splenius capitus and masseter EMG, measured in the same monkeys, showed different patterns of activity and different patterns of rewarddependence as a function of time during the trial (9).
Incentive-Related Activity: Consistency between Ipsiversive and Contraversive
Response Directions
In the main text, we demonstrate, using data collapsed across ipsiversive and Population histograms. To cast further light on the nature of differences between trials requiring contraversive and ipsiversive responses, we constructed a separate set of population histograms for each direction (Fig. S2 ). These display patterns compatible with the results of the preceding statistical analysis. They make clear that response direction does affect the magnitude of the effect of incentive cues on neuronal activity.
They show, however, that the sign of each effect was the same regardless of response direction.
Incentive-Related Activity: Consistency between Preferred and Antipreferred
Response Directions
The analysis described in the main text took no account of whether the required response was in the neuron's preferred or antipreferred direction; however, in a former study of PM, the impact of anticipated reward size was moderately dependent on response direction, being greater when the response was in the neuron's preferred direction (9) . To investigate the possibility that there was such dependence in the present study, we constructed separate population histograms for the two cases. For each neuron, the preferred direction was defined as the direction associated with stronger firing during the standard measurement epoch (the cue period for OF and the entire delay period for 16 PM). On examination of population histograms representing activity on preferreddirection and antipreferred-direction trials (Fig. S3) , we found that incentive cues exerted closely similar effects on firing rate regardless of direction in both OF and PM. Table S1 . 
